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DATABASE METATHEORY: ASKING THE BIG QUERIES
Database Metatheory: Asking the Big Queries Christos H. Papadimitriou University of California San Diego
christos@cs. ucsd.eduIs database theory an oxymoron? Or is ata platitude? more. Here I will concentrate on a
less inductive argu-What is the ﬁtness measure that decides the surviva! of ment.ideas (and areas) in
mathematics, in applted science, In the context of an applied science, theory zn t...
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PRELIMINARY RELIABILITY PREDICTION REPORT
PRELIMINARY RELIABILITY PREDICTION REPORT K2 Single Board Computer Example Prepared: July 13, 2001
Mike Rader & Jeﬀ Harms INTRODUCTIONCrane is planning to perform a study on commercial hardware used in
a militaryapplication to compare the reliability eﬀects of two system cooling approaches.One is a conventional
air-cooled environment and the other is a self-containedspray cooled environment. The...
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MICROSOFT WORD - ECE457-05HW1.DOC
ECE 457 HOMEWORK #1 Due January 21, 2005 Read Chapter 2.4-2.6 to review Fourier series, Fourier
transform and linear systems. Oﬃce Hours: W, 11:30-1:00 p.m., Th, 9:30-11:00 a.m. 2210EB.1. [25] a) Find the
exponential Fourier series coeﬃcients for the periodic signal shown in Figure 2.35a in the textbook. b) Use
MATLAB to plot the amplitude and phase spectrum for A = 1, T0 = 1 . Include your s...
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THE SOFTWARE PATENT EXPERIMENT
BY ROBERT HUNT AND JAMES BESSENO ver the past two decades the scope of a year and the numbers are
growingrapidly The European Commissiontechnologies that can be patented has is debating a proposal to
formallybeen expanded to include many items recognize the patentability of computerprograms in member
countries Thesepreviously thought unsuitable for patenting changes have been controversialfor exam...
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